Chalo Jaai
Madhya Pradesh
Duration of the Package : 17 Days (2x2 A.C Bus)
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Programme Details
Board HWH INDORE SPL.(02912) from Howrah Station at 05:45 P:M / or
any suitable Train from Howrah Station for Satna.
Arrived Satna at 11.00 A: M and transfer to Khajuraho, packed (veg)
lunch will be served on the way, night stay at Khajuraho.
After breakfast visit Khajuraho temple and night stay at Khajuraho.
With packed breakfast start for Bandhabgarh, Reach Bandhabgarh and
transfer to Hotel (A.C). Night stay at Bandhabgarh.
Early morning with packed breakfast start for Bandhabgarh Jangle Safari
(optional tour at your own cost) after Safari back to Hotel for lunch, after
lunch start for Amarkantak, reach Amarkantak at evening and transfer to
Hotel for night stay , Dinner will be served pure Veg.
Early morning visit Narmada Temple, after breakfast local sight seen.
Evening free, night stay at Amarkantak. Food will be served pure veg.
After breakfast start for Jbalpur lunch on the way (Pure Veg) arrived
Jbalpur and transfer to hotel (A.C) and night stay.
After breakfast visit Marble Rock (boating at your own cost) and
Dhuandhar Falls, after visit back to hotel night stay at Jbalpur hotel (A.C).
After breakfast start for Panchmari arrived Panchmari and transfer to
hotel.
After breakfast Panchmari local sight seen by Jeep night stay at
Panchmari.
After breakfast start for Bhopal on the way visit Bhimbhetka (optional tour
at your own cost arrived Bhopal night stay at Bhopal Hotel (A:C)
After breakfast visit Sanchi Sutap and back to Bhopal night stay at
Bhopal. Hotel (A:C)
With packed breakfast departure from Bhopal and arrived Indore on the
way visit Mahakaleshwar Temple and Ujjaini (Kalvairav Temple and
Kalimata Temple) and transfer to hotel (A:C). Night stay at Indore.
After breakfast visit Mandu Fort, lunch on the way, back to Indore night
stay at Indore. hotel (A:C).
At early morning with packed breakfast and lunch visit Omkareshwar
Temple after visit back to Indore hotel after dinner board Indore HWH
Festival Spl. (02911)at 11:30 P:M.
On Train,
Reach Howrah at 06:55 A:M.
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*** Kindly note that the above tour program may change or rescheduled due to the
operational convenience of the tour manager or for any other external political or natural
hazard.
*** Please carry your Photo I.D Card (AAdhar Original)

